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Part I

Course Overview
Modern and Contemporary Fiction

Course Title:
EN2321
Course Code:
1 Semester
Course Duration:
3
Credit Units:
B2
Level:
Arts and Humanities
Proposed Area:
(for GE courses only)

Study of Societies, Social and Business Organisations
Science and Technology
English

Medium of
Instruction:
English
Medium of
Assessment:
Nil
Prerequisites:
(Course Code and Title)

Nil
Precursors:
(Course Code and Title)

Nil
Equivalent Courses:
(Course Code and Title)

Nil
Exclusive Courses:
(Course Code and Title)
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Part II

Course Details

1. Abstract
This course considers the nature of 20th and 21st fiction, with an emphasis on discovering its structures,
styles, points of view, and themes. Students will be introduced to emblematic texts—short fiction and
novels—and will be invited to analyze and reflect upon issues such as historical context and canonicity,
tradition and innovation in literary form, as well as themes such as individuals and society, race and class,
narratives of nation, identity and culture.

2.

Course Intended Learning Outcomes (CILOs)
(CILOs state what the student is expected to be able to do at the end of the course according to a given standard of
performance.)

No.

CILOs

Weighting*
(if
applicable)

1.

Identify key characteristics of modern and contemporary

Discovery-enriched
curriculum related
learning outcomes
(please tick where
appropriate)
A1
A2
A3
X
X

fiction in English as well as important writers and texts.
2.

Analyze the aesthetic and creative aspects of fiction by

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

actively engaging themes and styles of writing in
representative literary works, exploring the effects of
contemporary literature on present day consciousness.
3.

Discuss stories as dynamic socio-historical artifacts
embodying particular world-views of writers in specific
historical and cultural contexts.

4.

Generate critical and creative reflections on short fiction
and novels in English.

* If weighting is assigned to CILOs, they should add up to 100%.
100%
A1: Attitude
Develop an attitude of discovery/innovation/creativity, as demonstrated by students possessing a strong
sense of curiosity, asking questions actively, challenging assumptions or engaging in inquiry together with
teachers.
A2: Ability
Develop the ability/skill needed to discover/innovate/create, as demonstrated by students possessing
critical thinking skills to assess ideas, acquiring research skills, synthesizing knowledge across disciplines
or applying academic knowledge to self-life problems.
A3: Accomplishments
Demonstrate accomplishment of discovery/innovation/creativity through producing /constructing creative
works/new artefacts, effective solutions to real-life problems or new processes.

3.

Teaching and Learning Activities (TLAs)
(TLAs designed to facilitate students’ achievement of the CILOs.)

TLA
Lectures

Brief Description
Lectures given in addition to

CILO No.
1
2
3
X
X
X

4

Hours/week (if
applicable)

selected reading articles will
2

provide background on literary
theories in order to encourage
critical reflection on
representative texts.
Class
Discussion

X

Group and class discussions will

X

X

X

stimulate discussion and an
exchange of personal responses,
ideas and perspectives on the
texts, in order to deconstruct texts
as accurately and richly as
possible.

…

4.

Assessment Tasks/Activities (ATs)
(ATs are designed to assess how well the students achieve the CILOs.)

Assessment Tasks/Activities

CILO No.
1 2 3

Continuous Assessment: 100%
Class participation is crucial in

Weighting*

Remarks

4

X

X

20%

X

X

20%

this course, in order to
encourage debate and
discussion amongst students so
that they can hone their
interactive skills and negotiate
their personal reflections as
active learners. Short in-class
writing tasks will allow the
students to apply their
theoretical knowledge to
analysis of texts
Group student presentations

X

will give students a chance to
apply the literary theories and
concepts they have learnt to
chosen pieces of modern
fiction. In addition, they will
have a chance to engage in
meaningful learning through
application of specific texts to

3

current socio-cultural issues.
Written assignments (including

X

X

X

60%

short literary critiques and a
longer essay) will give students
a chance to apply critical skills
to diverse texts and explain the
use of structures and literary
conventions within this
particular type of fiction.
Examination: ____% (duration:
* The weightings should add up to 100%.

, if applicable)
100%
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5.

Assessment Rubrics
(Grading of student achievements is based on student performance in assessment tasks/activities with the following rubrics.)

Assessment Task

Criterion

Written
Assignments

Content

Excellent
(A+, A, A-)
The case is

Good
(B+, B, B-)
The case is

Adequate
(C+, C, C-)
The case is

Marginal
(D)
The case is sketchily

Failure
(F)
The case is highly

extremely

competently

adequately

presented and

inadequate in its

well-presented,

presented,

presented, analysed,

analysed inadequately

presentation and is

analysed and

analysed and

and critically

with few critical

very badly analysed

critically reflected

critically reflected

reflected on

reflections;

with no critical

on;

on;

reasonably well;

Only limited

reflections;

All relevant

The information is

Only part of the

information is

Very limited or

information is

sufficiently

information is

included with very

inaccurate information

excellently

covered and

covered with some

little application of

is included with no

covered and

theories/ concepts

application of

theories/ concepts;

application of

theories/ concepts

are very well

theories/ concepts;

The purpose of

theories/ concepts;

extremely well

applied;

The purpose of

analysing and

The purpose of

applied;

The purpose of

analysing and

presenting the case is

analysing and

The purpose of

analysing and

presenting the case

not fully achieved at

presenting the case is

analysing and

presenting the case is partially

all.

not achieved in any

presenting the case

is achieved.

achieved.

Language

Language

Language

(paragraph

(paragraph

(paragraph

way.

is completely
achieved.
Language and Style

development,

development,

sentence structure)

sentence structure)

development,
sentence structure.)

Language (paragraph
development,

Language (paragraph
development sentence

sentence structure) is

structure) is very

unsatisfactory and

unsatisfactory and
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is excellent Use of

is good to very

is satisfactory;

exhibits a great deal of

exhibits very serious

vocabulary is rich,

good

Use of vocabulary

residual and editorial

of residual and

varied, and highly

Use of vocabulary

is appropriate;

problems;

editorial problems;

appropriate;

is somewhat

Style and tone are

Use of vocabulary is

Use of vocabulary is

Style and tone are

varied and rich

somewhat

limited and repetitive;

not concise or varied,

highly appropriate.

and is appropriate;

appropriate

Style and tone are

and is often

Style and tone are

generally

incomprehensible;

appropriate.

inappropriate.

Style and tone are
very or totally
inappropriate.

Presentation

Content

Shows full

The main concepts

The concepts

The concepts selected

The concepts selected

understanding of

are competently

selected for analysis

for analysis are

for analysis are highly

main concepts and

discussed and

are sufficient and

sketchy and

inadequate and very

their application to

applied to chosen

partially applied to

inadequately applied

poorly applied to

chosen texts;

texts;

chosen texts;

to chosen texts;

chosen texts;

All relevant

The information

Only partial

Incomplete

Very limited or

information is

included in

information is

information is

inaccurate data is

included in

discussion and

included in

included in discussion

incorporated in

discussion and

analysis of

discussion and

and analysis of

conceptual analysis;

analysis of

concept is

analysis of

concepts;

Analysis of texts is

concepts;

sufficient;

concepts;

Analysis of chosen

not at all

Texts are

Texts are

Only partial

texts is not

comprehensible.

comprehensively

sufficiently

analysis of texts is

informative or

analyzed and

analyzed and

provided.

comprehensive.

explained.

explained.
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Language and Style

Language

Language

Language (sentence

Language (sentence

Language (sentence

(sentence

(sentence

structure, grammar

structure, grammar --

structure, grammar --

structure, grammar

structure, grammar

-- tenses, articles,

tenses, articles,

tenses, articles,

-- tenses, articles,

-- tenses, articles,

prepositions, parts

prepositions, parts of

prepositions, parts of

prepositions, parts

prepositions, parts

of speech, etc.) is

speech, etc.)

speech, etc.) is very

of speech, etc.) is

of speech, etc.) is

satisfactory;

unsatisfactory

inaccurate exhibit very

excellent.

good to very good;

Use of vocabulary

accuracy; exhibit a

serious of residual and

accuracy;

Use of vocabulary

is somewhat

great deal of residual

editorial problems.

Use of vocabulary

is concise, precise

concise, precise and

and editorial

Use of vocabulary is

is very concise,

and varied;

varied;

problems;

not concise or varied,

precise and varied;

Style and tone are

Style and tone are

Use of vocabulary is

and incomprehensible;

Style and tone are

appropriate.

somewhat

limited and repetitive

Style and tone are

Style and tone are

very or totally

generally

inappropriate.

highly appropriate.

appropriate.

inappropriate.
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Part III Other Information (more details can be provided separately in the teaching plan)
1.

Keyword Syllabus
(An indication of the key topics of the course.)

Literature as an expression of the times in which we live. Literature as a way of interpreting postmodern society.
Major modern authors; influential plays, poems, novels and short stories. Literature and popular culture.
Literature as a contemporary social phenomenon.

2. Reading List
2.1 Compulsory Readings
(Compulsory readings can include books, book chapters, or journal/magazine articles. There are also collections of
e-books, e-journals available from the CityU Library.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8.
9.

Written on the Body, Jeanette Winterson
Cat’s Eye, Margaret Atwood
The Bluest Eyes, Toni Morrison
Shalimar the Clown, Salmon Rushdie
Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe
The Complete Shorter Fiction of Virginia Woolf, Virginia Woolf
Like Water for Chocolate, Laura Esquivel
The Kite Runner, Khaled Hosseini
Their Eyes Were Watching God, Zora Neale Nurston

2.2 Additional Readings
(Additional references for students to learn to expand their knowledge about the subject.)

1.
2.
3.
…
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